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Abstract
We propose a flipped-Adversarial AutoEncoder
(F-AAE) that simultaneously trains a generative
model G that maps an arbitrary latent code dis-
tribution to a data distribution and an encoder E
that embodies an “inverse mapping” that encodes
a data sample into a latent code vector. Unlike
previous hybrid approaches that leverage adversar-
ial training criterion in constructing autoencoders,
F-AAE minimizes re-encoding errors in the latent
space and exploits adversarial criterion in the data
space. Experimental evaluations demonstrate that
the proposed framework produces sharper recon-
structed images while at the same time enabling
inference that captures rich semantic representa-
tion of data.
1. Introduction
Learning generative models that capture the rich semantic
representation of data has been long considered a key chal-
lenge in the field of machine learning (Chang et al., 2008).
Generative models, or generators for short, are tasked to
learn structured probability distributions, specifying a hy-
pothetical casual process by which data are to be generated
from latent structure (Griffiths et al., 2007). In another
words, a generator maps an arbitrary latent code distribu-
tion to the data distribution, and has to be learned from a
sparse training set. Early approaches to construct generative
models were typically based on maximum likelihood estima-
tion, requiring approximating many intractable probabilistic
computations (Salakhutdinov & Larochelle, 2010). More
recently, Goodfellow et al. proposed Generative Adversar-
ial Networks (GAN) as an alternative technique to learn
generative models (Goodfellow et al., 2014), embodying an
adversarial training criterion so as to sidesteps difficulties
faced by earlier approach. More specifically, the generator
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is pitted against a discriminative model (a.k.a. discrimina-
tor) which attempts to discriminate samples drawn from the
training data, from data generated by generator. The GAN
framework has been empirically shown to obtain impressive
results on natural images (Radford et al., 2015; Denton et al.,
2015).
Beside the generator, there are also strong interests in its
inverse, that is, encoder that maps the data distribution
to the latent code distribution. Such a pair of generator
and encoder would enable a wider range of applications,
for instances, feature representation, noise removal via re-
construction, etc. An autoencoder, in contrast to GAN,
learns both generator and encoder simultaneously and there
are extensive work on autoencoder construction (Kingma
& Welling, 2013). In view of the effectiveness of GAN,
many have considered leveraging adversarial training crite-
rion to learn the encoder, notably Adversarial AutoEncoder
(AAE) (Makhzani et al., 2015) and BiGAN (Donahue et al.,
2016). While these frameworks provide mechanisms to
simultaneously train a pair of generator (or a decoder in
AAE’s terminology) and encoder altogether, thus address-
ing the problem at hand to some extent, each has its own
limitations. In particular, images generated by AAE tend to
be overly “smoothened”, while those generated by BiGAN,
although appear sharper, often vaguely resemble the original
images.
In this paper, we propose flipped-Adversarial AutoEncoder
(F-AAE). Our framework is inspired by AAE (Makhzani
et al., 2015). Nevertheless, we introduce subtle yet signif-
icant modifications: flipping the positions of the encoder
Eφ and generator Gθ in the training pipeline, and operating
the discriminator Dw in data space. Figure 1 depicts the
architecture of our proposed framework. F-AAE feeds a
latent code vector z drawn from a prior distribution pz(z)
into the generator Gθ and sample x drawn from the data
distribution px(x) into the discriminator Dw. The output xˆ
of Gθ is then pipelined to Eφ, which re-encodes xˆ back into
a latent code vector zˆ. The generated image xˆ is also fed
into Dw, which attempts to discriminate xˆ from x.
While F-AAE is similar to AAE in the use of dual objectives
of an error criterion and an adversarial criterion, the above-
mentioned flipping leads to two key differences. Firstly,
our framework measures and attempts to minimize the error
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Figure 1. The proposed F-AAE framework. A latent code vector z ∼ pz(z) is fed into the generator Gθ , while an image x ∼ px(x) is fed
into the discriminator Dw. The output xˆ of Gθ is pipelined to Eφ, which re-encodes xˆ into a latent code vector zˆ. The generated image xˆ
is also fed into Dw, which attempts to discriminate xˆ from x.
(which we called re-encoding error) in the latent space,
as opposed to AAE minimizing the reconstruction error
between real and reconstructed images measured in the data
space under some distance function (e.g. `2 norm). The
rational of focusing on re-encoding error is that, latent space
arguably carries semantic information. As such, optimising
the error in latent space would minimise perturbation of
semantic representation of data. Secondly, the discriminator
Dw in our framework operates in the data space, as opposed
to that of AAE operating in the latent space. This adversarial
learning criterion enables F-AAE to train the generator Gθ
to produce samples as close to the data distribution px as
possible, overcoming the “smoothening” effect of AAE.
Our experimental evaluations demonstrate the advantages
F-AAE has over AAE and BiGAN. Figure 7 shows the re-
constructed images produced by AAE, BiGAN and F-AAE,
respectively, on the ImageNet dataset. We observe that
F-AAE tends to produce sharper images compared to AAE,
supporting the rational of operating the discriminator in
the data space. We also find that the images generated by
F-AAE visually resemble the original real images better
than BiGAN’s reconstructions, suggesting that F-AAE at-
tains generator and encoder that are closer to the inverse of
each other. We suspect that this is because BiGAN, unlike
AAE and F-AAE, does not explicitly minimise reconstruc-
tions error. Instead, the framework attempts to match two
joint distributions in the data and latent space, which indi-
rectly gives encoder and generator that are inverse of each
other. However, in practice, it is arguably difficult to meet
the matching condition, and in such sub-optimal situation, it
is not clear whether the reconstruction error would be small,
even if the two joint distributions are close.
In summary, our paper makes the following contributions:
1. We propose a novel framework, namely flipped-
Adversarial AutoEncoder (F-AAE), to simultaneously
train a generator Gθ, and an encoder Eφ considered as
an “inverse” mapping of Gθ. F-AAE objective min-
imizes re-encoding errors in the latent space and ex-
ploits adversarial criterion in the data space.
2. We conduct intensive experiment studies on standard
datasets to empirically demonstrate that F-AAE could
produce high-quality samples, and at the same time
enable inference that captures rich semantic represen-
tation of data.
2. Background
2.1. Notations
Let us first introduce some common variables and operators.
Variables include latent code vectors z ∈ Rn sampled from
a known distribution pz(z), generated latent code vectors
zˆ ∈ Rn, data points x ∈ Rd drawn from the prior data
distribution px(x) and generated data points xˆ ∈ Rd. When
it is clear from the context, we abuse the notation, denoting
pz(z) by pz and px(x) by px.
The operators include the generator (a.k.a. decoder) Gθ :
Rn 7→ Rd, the encoder Eφ : Rd 7→ Rn and the discrimina-
tor Dw. The generator Gθ takes as input either z or zˆ, and
outputs a generated data point xˆ. Thus, it plays a similar role
to that of a generative network in the original GANs (Good-
fellow et al., 2014). The encoder Eφ takes as input either a
real data point x or a generated data point xˆ, and outputs a
encoded latent vector zˆ. Finally, the discriminator Dw takes
in a pair of inputs, and is tasked to discriminate one from
another. There are different functional forms of discrim-
inator in different frameworks, which we shall elaborate
in respective sections. The operators in this paper are all
neural networks parameterized by θ, φ, w for the generator,
encoder and discriminator, respectively.
2.2. GAN
The GAN framework defines a min-max adversarial game
which pits a generative model Gθ against a discriminative
model Dw, as depicted in Figure 2. The generator Gθ maps
a latent code vector z ∼ pz(z), generating a sample xˆ. At
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Figure 2. GAN Framework. Unlike F-AAE, GAN only consists of
Gθ and Dw. It lacks an encoder Eφ that maps a generated sample
xˆ into an encoded latent code vector zˆ, which can essentially serves
as an inverse of Gθ .
x Eφ zˆ Gθ xˆ
z Dw [0, 1]
Figure 3. AAE framework. In contrast to F-AAE, AAE feeds real
data samples drawn from the data distribution px(x) into Eφ, and
exploitsDw to impose a certain properties on encoded latent vector
zˆ that are generated by Eφ.
the same time, the discriminator Dw evaluates the prob-
ability that a given sample x is drawn from the true data
distribution px(x), instead of the generated by Gθ. The
optimal solution for this adversarial game is a pair of Gθ
and Dw that optimizes the following function (Goodfellow
et al., 2014):
min
θ
max
w
A(Gθ, Dw) where
A(Gθ, Dw) = Ex∼px [logDw(x)]
+ Ez∼pz [log(1−Dw(Gθ(z)))]
(1)
As mentioned in the previous section, GAN does not directly
provide the encoder, that is, the inverse of the generator Gθ.
Although one may apply generic method to invert the gener-
ator Gθ produced by GAN, however, it is not clear how to
accurately and efficiently compute such inverse. Moreover,
even if the inverse can be accurately derived from G, the
inverse mapping might not be continuous and smooth, and
thus does not give a meaningful encoding that captures data
semantic.
2.3. Adversarial AutoEncoders
Adversarial AutoEncoder (Makhzani et al., 2015) (AAE)
framework introduces an additional constraint into the clas-
sical varational autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma & Welling,
2013) so as to enforce the “hidden” latent code of the auto-
encoder to observe statistical properties of some given prior
distribution, thus guarantees that the hidden latent code
generated from any part of the data space would result in
meaningful samples. More specifically, while VAE make
leverages KL divergence penalty to impose a prior distri-
bution on the hidden latent code of the autoencoder, AAE
employs an adversarial training to match the aggregated pos-
terior with the prior distribution. The adversarial training
procedure, similar in spirit to GAN, introduces a discrimi-
native network Dw : Rn 7→ R into the training pipeline of
the autoencoder. Note that unlike in the case of GAN, the
discriminator for AAE maps the latent vector z or zˆ into the
discriminator score. Dw is trained to distinguish a latent
code generated by the autoencoder from a real sample drawn
from the prior distribution. The encoder is then trained to
maximally confused Dw, while at the same time, optimized
to minimize the reconstruction error of the autoencoder.
From a prior distribution pz, the data distribution px and
some distance function d(·, ·), AAE jointly trains all three
networks Gθ, Eφ and Dw by optimizing the following ob-
jective function (Figure 3):
min
θ,φ
max
w
B(Gθ, Eφ, Dw) where
B(Gθ, Eφ, Dw) = Ez∼pz [logDw(z)]
+ Ex∼px [log(1−Dw(Eφ(x))]
+ Ex∼px [d(x, Gθ(Eφ(x))) ]
(2)
The first two terms quantify the performance of the discrim-
inator with respect to the encoder (that is, how well the prior
distribution matches the aggregated posterior), and the last
term is the reconstruction error incurred by the composition
of encoder follows by generator. A typical choice of the
distance function is `2 or `1 norm.
Note that in a solution with non-zero reconstruction error,
the pair Gθ and Eφ are not the exact inverse of each other.
Indeed empirically, when applying to images, the recon-
structed error are small but nonetheless non-zero. Since the
images within a bounded distance from the data are mostly
smoothened images, we would expect overly smoothened
reconstructed images, as depicted in Figure 5 and 6.
2.4. BiGan
BiGAN takes an interesting approach in learning the en-
coder. The discriminator attempts to discriminate joint dis-
tributions in the data and latent space, that is, discriminating
(Gθ(z), z) verse (x, Eφ(x)). The adversarial game opti-
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Figure 4. BiGAN framework. As opposed to the F-AAE discrim-
inator, the discriminator of BiGAN receives joint pairs of latent
code vector and data sample. In addition, BiGAN objective func-
tions does not explicitly minimizes minimise reconstructions error.
mises the following function:
min
θ,φ
max
w
C(Gθ, Eφ, Dw) where
C(Gθ, Eφ, Dw) = Ex∼pdata [logDw(Eφ(x), x)]
+ Ez∼pz [log(1−Dw(z,Gθ(z)))]
(3)
Although there is no explicit reconstruction lost term in the
objective function, it can be shown that with the optimal
encoder Eφ∗ and generator Gθ∗ , the two joint distributions
match, which in turn implies Eφ∗ is the inverse of the Gθ∗
almost everywhere (Donahue et al., 2016). However, in
practice it is challenging to achieve optimality, and unfor-
tunately, it is not clear whether the reconstruction error
would be small at near-optimal. Empirically, for images,
Gθ(Eφ(x)) is visually far from x, as depicted in Figure 5
and 6.
3. Flipped Adversarial Auto Encoder
(F-AAE)
In this section, we present Flipped Adversarial Auto
Encoder (F-AAE), contrasting our proposed framework
against BiGAN, AAE, and Latent Vector Recovery.
3.1. Frame of F-AAE
The inputs of F-AAE training processes comprise latent
vectors z ∈ Rn from a known distribution pz(z) and samples
from the data distribution px(x). Associated operators are
the generator Gθ, the encoder Eφ and the discriminators
Dw whose functions were explained in the previous section.
Our framework jointly trains all three networks Gθ, Eφ and
Dw by optimizing the following objective function:
min
θ,φ
max
w
F(Gθ, Eφ, Dw) where
F(Gθ, Eφ, Dw) = Ex∼px [logDw(x)]
+ Ez∼pz [log(1−Dw(Gφ(z)))]
+ α Ez∼pz [‖z− Eθ(Gφ(z)))‖ ]
(4)
The last term measures the difference after a latent vector z
is being “re-encoded”. While our objective function adopts
`-2 norm, other distance functions are also applicable. The
pre-defined constant α serves as a normalizing factor for
the distance function. There are many options for the latent
vector distribution pz(z). In our experiments, we sample
the latent vector z ∼ pz(z) uniformly from a n dimensional
unit sphere Sn; i.e., a multivariate normal distribution con-
ditioned on unit norm.
The training iterates two phases, namely re-encoding and
regularization:
• Re-encoding phase: Gθ and Eφ are updated so as to
minimize the re-encoding error between the input z
and the re-encoded latent vector zˆ = Eφ(Gθ(z)).
• Regularization phase: Dw is first updated to discrim-
inate the real sample x ∼ px(x) from the generated
sample xˆ = Gθ(z). Next, the generator Gθ is updated
so as to maximally confuse the discriminator Dw.
At the end of a successful training, we obtain a generatorGθ
that is capable of generating meaningful samples resembling
those that are drawn from the true data distribution. In
addition, we also obtain an encoder Eφ that approximates
the inverse of Gθ such that the re-encoding error is small.
3.2. Architecture of Dw, Gθ and Eφ
The generatorGθ is a deconvolutional neural network which
takes as input a vector from latent space. In our experi-
ments, we represent such latent vector by a random array
of dimension 256 sampled uniformly from a n-dimensional
unit sphere. The output of Gθ has the same shape as the real
sample training data; i.e., 32 × 32 × 3 for CIFAR-10 and
CelebA dataset, and 64× 64× 3 for ImageNet dataset.
Up-sampling layers are interleaved with convolution layers
to reshape the input latent vector and scale it to the same
dimension as training data. Batch Normalizaton (Ioffe &
Szegedy, 2015) is used in between the layers to reduce co-
variate shift. A leaky ReLU layer is used after each Batch
Normalizaton layer. The last layer uses a sigmoid function
as the activation function to ensure the pixel value fall be-
tween 0 and 1 which is the same as our preprocessed and
normalized dataset.
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The encoder Eφ uses an almost identical architecture as the
generator but in a reverse order. The up-sampling layers
are replaced with max-pooling layers. As the end of the
network, the feature map is flattened back to an array of the
given latent dimension. The output shape of the encoder
is the same as the input shape of the generator Gθ and the
input shape of the encoder is the same as the output shape
of the generator Gθ.
The discriminatorDw is also a convolutional neural network.
The input shape is the same as the output shape of the
generator Gθ. The output is a probability indicating how
real the input is. Sigmoid function is used as the activation
function for the last layer to ensure the output falls between
0 and 1.
3.3. Relationship to Latent Vector Recovery
There are other ways to implement a reverse mapping of
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) (Goodfellow et al.,
2014). Lipton & Tripathi at al. suggested the use of stochas-
tic clipping which is a gradient-based technique to find the
reverse function of an existing trained GAN generator (Lip-
ton & Tripathi, 2017). F-AAE , in contrast, does not attempt
to reverse arbitrary function. Instead, our framework pro-
vides a method to constrain the training of the generator,
guaranteeing the existence of an approximate inverse map-
ping of the generator at any time during the training.
3.4. Relationship to Adversarial Autoencoder
F-AAE introduces a subtle yet significant modification over
AAE’s architecture, which is to flip the positions of Eφ
and Gθ in the training pipeline, and operating Dw in data
space (Figure 1). This leads to two key differences. Firstly,
F-AAE measures and minimizes the re-encoding error in
the latent space, as opposed to AAE minimizing recon-
struction error in data space. The phenomenon of vector
arithmetic on the latent vectors in GAN suggest that impos-
ing measurement on the latent vectors can yield meaniful
results (Li & Luo, 2017). Secondly, operating Dw in the
data space allows F-AAE to capture the data distribution
px(x) directly via the adversarial criterion. These advantage
enables F-AAE the generator Gθ produce sharper images
compared to that of AAE.
4. Empirical Evaluation
We present three use cases of F-AAE and benchmark it
against AAE and BiGAN, which are the most related ap-
proaches to our work. BiGAN presents an interesting alter-
native method of finding the inverse of image generation
without explicitly calculating re-encoding or reconstruc-
tion loss. Comparison are performed on the three standard
datasets which are CIFAR-10, ImageNet and CelebA. To
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Figure 5. Reconstruction comparison between AAE and F-AAE
on CIFAR-10 dataset using an image resolution of 32x32.
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Figure 6. Reconstruction comparison between AAE and F-AAE
on CelebA dataset using an image resolution of 32x32.
enable reproducibility of our experiment results, we made a
prototype of F-AAE available online1.
4.1. Experiment Setup
We used CIFAR-10, CelebA and ImageNet datasets for our
training and testing. The CIFAR-10 contains 50K training
samples and 10K testing samples. Each image has a shape
of 32 × 32 × 3. The CelebA dataset comprises 202599
cropped and aligned face images. We resized the images to
32× 32× 3, using five sixth of them for training and one
sixth for testing. For ImageNet, we use the same dataset as
Donahue et al. (Donahue et al., 2016), resizing the images
to 64× 64× 3. Our experiments normalize all the images
so that each pixel takes a value in range [0, 1].
For the comparsion with AAE on CIFAR-10 and CelebA,
we trained both F-AAE and AAE for 50 epoches. We set
the same weightage of reconstruction/re-encoding loss and
adversarial loss: 102 for reconstruction/re-encoding loss
and 0.1 for adversarial loss. We used Adam optimizer and
the same learning rate for F-AAE and AAE: 3 · 10−4 for
generator and 10−3 for discriminator. We also use the same
decay rate for these two models: 10−4 for both generator
1https://github.com/zhangjiyi/FAAE
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Figure 7. Reconstruction comparison between BiGAN, AAE and F-AAE on ImageNet dataset. BiGAN generally does not reconstruct
well and AAE reconstructions are blurry. Images reconstructed using F-AAE contain some noise and artifacts.
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Figure 8. Randomly generated faces by F-AAE (top panel) and
AAE (bottom panel) trained for image resolution of 32x32.
and discriminator.
Since we were not able to reproduce the BiGAN results,
we restrict the benchmark against BiGAN to ImageNet
dataset, taking the results from BiGAN paper directly and
presenting them in Figure 7. In this set of experiments, we
trained F-AAE and AAE for 600 epoches, using the same
optimizer, learning rate and decay rate as above. For the
weightage of reconstruction/re-encoding loss and adversar-
ial loss, we used 30 for reconstruction/re-encoding loss and
0.1 for adversarial loss in the first 200 epoches and 100 for
reconstruction/re-encoding loss and 0.1 for adversarial loss
for the rest epoches. The training of AAE and F-AAE in
our experiments always take the same parameters.
4.2. Image Reconstruction
The first comparison is done on the image reconstruction
tasks wherein images are encoded into latent space repre-
sentations and then reconstructed back into the data space.
Figure 5 and 6 show reconstructions of CIFAR-10 images
using AAE and F-AAE. AAE tends to produce blurry re-
constructions whereas F-AAE produce sharper images.
Note that for the CelebA data set, a majority of the training
images are frontal photos of the faces. Since F-AAE is
trained based on re-encoding errors measured in the latent
semantic space, F-AAE tends to reconstruct semantic rep-
resentation, which is mostly frontal views for this dataset.
That is, given a side view face photo, F-AAE has the ten-
Figure 9. F-AAE (top) and AAE (bottom) results for image mor-
phing. Images at the four corners of each panel are reconstructions
of real images. The rest were generated from linear combinations
of the latent space representations of the real images.
dency to “turn” the face into a frontal view. Some examples
of this phenomenon is highlighted with arrows in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows reconstruction results in comparison with
BiGAN and AAE. We find that BiGAN observes numerous
reconstruction failures. For example, the eagles in the top
first and second panels, the owl in the second panel and
birds in the third panel cannot be reconstructed. While it
can be proven that BiGAN converges to inverse mappings, it
is unclear if conditions for obtaining convergence to global
minimum could be met in actual training.
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4.3. Image Generation
Random “meaningful” images can also be generated by
feeding latent code vectors sampled in the latent space to
the generator Gθ. Figure 8 depicts generated faces using
the CelebA data set as the training set, with top panels are
those produced by F-AAE while bottom panel is generated
using AAE. As expected, we find that images generated
using AAE tend to be blurry.
4.4. Image Morphing through vector arithmetic
With good generator and encoder that are inverses of each
other, image morphing can be performed by mapping im-
ages into latent vectors, perturbing the latent vectors and
mapping them back onto the data space. Figure 9 demon-
strate results of image morphing using F-AAE and AAE.
The same experiments are performed for both methods. In
the image panels, four corner images are generated by man-
ually choosing four original images, encoding them into
latent space and reconstructing the images from the encoded
latent vectors. Let the (un-normalized) encoded latent vec-
tors be z1, z2, z3 and z4, our experiment generates their
linear combinations as follow:
l = α1z1 + α2z2 + α3z3 + α4z4 (5)
We then normalize z′ = l to generate a new latent vector
that will be a sample from pz . Finally, we map z′ back into
the data space, attaining x′. By gradually varying αi, this
mechanism achieve an effect of morphing.
We plot the morphed images produced by F-AAEand AAE
in Figure 9. We observe that images generated by AAE (bot-
tom panel) are blurry and visually less consistent. For exam-
ple, the images in the center of the AAE panel seems appears
more smoothened than those at the corners. F-AAE gener-
ated images, on the other hand, are visually more consistent
throughout the panel. We believe that this is by courtesy of
operating F-AAE’s discriminator in the data space.
5. Related Work
The GAN framework has inspired a vast body of research in
the literature, focusing on either augmenting GANs with ad-
ditional functionality or improving its performance. Huang
et al. explored a generative model which is used to in-
vert hierarchical representations of a discriminative net-
work (Huang et al., 2017). Mirza et al. presented con-
ditional GAN (cGAN), augmenting GANs such that the
data generation is conditioned by both intrinsic (i.e., latent
code vector) and extrinsic (i.e., known auxiliary informa-
tion) factors (Mirza & Osindero, 2014). Perarnau et al.
discussed techniques for learning inverse mappings of gen-
erators pretrained under cGAN (Perarnau et al., 2016). Our
framework, on the other hand, focuses solely on learning the
generator and its inverse mapping simultaneously, without
constraining the data generation with any extrinsic factors
or attempting to invert discriminative networks.
Other related proposals that focus on training both the gener-
ator and the encoder under the GAN framework include BC-
GAN (Jaiswal et al., 2017), BiGAN (Donahue et al., 2016),
and adversarially learned inference (ALI) model (Dumoulin
et al., 2016). While F-AAE shares with these proposals the
use of adversarial training criterion, our framework operates
the discriminator in a different fashion. In particular, while
the discriminators in the above mentioned proposals receive
joint pairs of latent code vector and data sample (x, z), the
discriminator in F-AAE operates solely in the data space.
Besides, BiGAN and ALI do not explicitly minimizing re-
construction errors, as opposed to F-AAE does.
Perhaps most closly related to F-AAE is the Adversarial
AutoEncoder (AAE) (Makhzani et al., 2015). AAE is an
extension of the Variational Autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma
& Welling, 2013), and thus suffering from VAE’s limitation
wherein samples generated by the decoder are blurry and
overly smoothened. F-AAE overcomes this limitation by
pitting G against a discriminator D operating in the data
space, thus enabling the generator G to produce samples as
close to the data distribution px as possible (i.e., attaining
higher visual quality). Another point contrasting AAE and
F-AAE is a mechanism that encourages the encoder distri-
bution to match with the prior distribution of the latent code
vector. F-AAE attains this by imposing mean square error
criterion on latent code vectors, instead of AAE’s use of the
discriminator operating in the latent space.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented the flipped-Adversarial AutoEncoder
that simultaneously trains a generative model G that maps
arbitrary latent code distribution to the data distribution,
and an encoder E that can be considered as an “inverse”
mapping of G. The key technical novelty of F-AAE lies
in its optimization strategy which minimizes re-encoding
errors in the latent space and exploits adversarial criterion
in the data space. We have empirically demonstrated on
various standard datasets that F-AAE could produce high-
quality samples, and at the same time enable inference that
captures rich semantic representation of data.
The proposed F-AAE framework potentially enables a
range of interesting applications. We hypothesize that a
good pair of generator and decoder that allow bidirectional
mapping between a complex data distribution and a simpler
latent distribution can be used to learn underlying image
manifold via differential latent vector arithmetic. In particu-
lar, given an image x, one can employs F-AAE’s encoder
to encode x into z. A small perturbation can then be applied
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to the latent vector z, obtaining z′ = z + ∆z which can be
mapped (by the generator G) back onto a morphed image x′.
Successive applications of such morphing can be applied to
build a path of images that connects two images x1 and x2.
This ability to gradually morph/transform one sample into
another wherein all the intermediate samples along the path
are all “meaningful” potentially has multiple use-cases. For
example, the length of this path can be use as a meaningful
measure of image distance for image retrieval. In addition,
morphing can also be used for data augmentation or adver-
sarial attacks. We leave our future works as the study of
applications of F-AAE in security and privacy aspects of
machine learning, in particular membership inference and
evasion attacks (Shokri et al., 2017; Dang et al., 2017).
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